Design for Health (D4H): Protecting, Developing, and Restoring Health
Hosted by Chanam Lee, Ray Pentecost, Jason Maddock

Objectives: This unconference session brings an interdisciplinary panel of experts from architecture and aging (Ray Pentecost), public health and active living (Jay Maddock), and landscape architecture and urban planning (Chanam Lee), to facilitate a dialogue on the intersection between design and health. We seek colleagues and students interested in exploring collaborative ways to promote and execute “Design for Health (D4H)” research, including those related to COVID-19.

Structure: This 45-minute session will include: (1) Defining D4H Research: Opening pitches by the panel [10-min], (2) Executing D4H Research: Real-time submission of D4H topics by participants and discussions facilitated by the panel [25-min]; and (3) Collaborating on D4H Research: Action items per priority topics and collaborative strategies.

Learning Outcomes: Attendees will be able to gain and share insights related to D4H research. In particular, they will be able to explore a wide range of traditional and frontier issues in D4H research, measurement methods, and funding opportunities. Attendees will also be provided with the opportunities to engage in interdisciplinary dialogues to promote D4H research and join priority engagement activities beyond this session.